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but when i run this code on my python i got this error: TypeError: Character(s) utf-8 placeholders must be followed by a character string Here i'm trying to read the text from file that's in utf-8 character and printed it for now i'm print the line by line with.split(' ') i tried a lot of way but no success EDIT: the file i have it's webpage i copy from my website what i'm trying to do is
to get the raw text and the page url for example: welcome to Example i need print the welcome to example EDIT 2 : i don't think this text it's unicode but when i try to do : print(line.encode("utf-8")) i got this error : UnicodeDecodeError: 'utf-8' codec can't decode byte 0xce in position 5: invalid continuation byte A: Try import codecs if line.endswith(' '): content = line[:-1]

else: content = line [Correlation between mRNA expression of matrix metalloproteinases and vascular endothelial growth factor in tissues of human anterior cruciate ligament]. To study the correlation between the mRNA expression of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in the human anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tissue. Forty
pairs of ACL tissues from male patients with ACL tear, that were obtained during arthroscopy, were measured the MMP-1, MMP-2 and MMP-9 mRNA expression by real-time PCR, and the correlation was analyzed between the expression levels of VEGF and the mRNA of MMPs. There was a significant correlation between the mRNA expression levels of MMP-1 and MMP-2 in ACL

tissues, and the level of MMP-2 mRNA was significantly higher than that of MMP-1 mRNA (P
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A: You are using [ if there is a multibyte char in the list put a \ at the start of the line. [ test01.txt [ test02.txt Q: How do you create an NSData object from a byte array? I would like to create an NSData object based on a byte array. I am using a third party library that does not have an API. So the only way I can get the bytes is to convert them to a bit-field in some other
format, perform the operation and convert the bit field to a byte array. Is there a more direct way to do this? A: NSData has a fromByteArray: method. A: There are a number of methods provided by NSData to create or consume byte streams. Your example is probably the fastest solution. + (id)dataWithBytes:(void *)bytes length:(NSUInteger)length; +

(id)dataWithBytesNoCopy:(void *)bytes length:(NSUInteger)length; + (id)dataWithBytesNoCopy:(void *)bytes length:(NSUInteger)length freeWhenDone:(BOOL)flag; Note that this method allocates the byte array, copying to the data object. Your code could be: NSData *data = [NSData dataWithBytesNoCopy:(void *)bytes length:bytesLen freeWhenDone:YES]; A: You can use
the following class to convert byte arrays to NSData objects: NSData *data = [NSData dataWithByteArray:[NSDataArray arrayWithObjects:0x01, 0x02, 0x03, 0x04, 0x05, 0x06, 0x07, 0x08, 0x09, 0x0a, 0x0b, 0x0c, 0x0d, 0x0e, 0x0f, 0x10, 0x11, 0x12, 0x13, 0x14, 0x15, 0x16, 0x17, 0x18, 0x19, 0x1a, 0x1b, 0 6d1f23a050
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